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Abstract 
Hoechsmann, K., Local units and circular index in abelian p-group rings, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 82 (1992) 253-272. 
Let A be a finite abelian group of exponent pm > 1, an odd prime power. and consider the 
Z,-module A:(A) generated by the set {(z - 1) + (z ’ - 1) 1 z E A} in the group ring Z,,A. We 
show that the multiplicative group S,,(A) = 1 + A,:(A) has a Z,,-basis of the form {w,,(z) 1 1 # 
z E A}, where w,(x) is a fixed L,,-polynomial. The integral unit group S(A) = (ZA)” f? S,,(A) is 
known to have a canonical subgroup A(A) of a similar structure; it lies in the group R(A) of all 
units appearing circular under every character of A. Comparing the two situations, we conclude 
that the index [R(A) : A(A)] equals the order of a certain group of ideal classes of ZA. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a finite abelian group of exponent p”’ > 1, an odd prime power, C C A 
a maximal cyclic subgroup, and consider the ideal A,(A) generated by the set 
((2 - I) 12 E Al in the p-adic group ring Z,A. 
The first part of this paper concerns the multiplicative group 1 + A,,(A), more 
precisely its subgroup S,,(A) of symmetric elements, i.e. those which remain fixed 
under the ring-involution defined by z* = 2-l on the group elements. Of course, 
the symmetric part A,(A)+ of A,(A) has a basis of the form {(z. - 1) + (z-’ - l)}, 
and therefore S,(A) = 1 + A,, (A)+ as a set is nothing mysterious. The problem is 
the multiplicative structure of S,,(A). Abstractly even that is clear: the group 
S(&,) of symmetric l-units in the maximal order JH, of Q,>A is a free Z,-module 
of the same rank as AZ(A) (cf. [3, 11.15.51); an so is S,)(A), because it has finite d 
index in S(&.). 
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Our task is to obtain an actual basis, and our first main result can be stated as 
follows: there exists a Z,-polynomial f(x), with f(1) = 0, such that (1 + f(z) + 
f(z-‘) ( 1 # z E A} forms a Z,-basis of S,(A). 
Let 6 = End(Z/p”Z) be the multiplicative monoid of ring endomorphisms 
induced on Z,A by the group endomorphisms A + A given by z H zs for s E Z, 
and let 6 be its maximal subgroup (i.e. s relatively prime to p). Denote by M and 
G the homomorphic actions of these objects on the groups A,f(A) or S,(A). Then 
M is generated by G and the Frobenius map r : z ++ zp, with ITS = 0. In fact, M is 
the direct union of sets Grk, where k = 0,. . . , m - 1; and rrrk = rrk for any 
r E r,, the subgroup of order pk in G. Therefore the monoid ring Z,M is a direct 
sum of Z,G-modules, namely 
(*I 
m-l 
Z,(M)= c rrkZpG, 
k=O 
where the kth component is isomorphic to Z,(G/T,). 
In these terms our first theorem says that S,(C) is a free Z,M-module of rank 1 
(cf. Theorem 3.4); and that, in general, S,(A) is a direct sum of monogenic 
Z,G-modules W,(K), one for each nontrivial cyclic subgroup of K C A, and each 
of them isomorphic to the appropriate component of (*) (cf. Theorem 4.1). In 
other words, S,(A) is Z,M-isomorphic to Ai (A). 
It would be too optimistic to hope for a simple, explicit isomorphism. Anything 
that allows coefficient reduction modulo p, for instance, is bound to get into 
trouble, because the group of l-units in EPA is not an [F,-module (unless m = 1, in 
which case the logarithm does it). As for an explicit Z,M-generator w,(x) = 
1 + f(x) + f(x-‘) of S,(C), the most tempting choice, f(x) = x - 1 fails already for 
pm = 5. If p is regular, the global constructible units of [7] will provide generators 
for S;(C), the kernel of the G-norm, and thence for S,(C), by Proposition 2.2. 
That is about all that can be said so far. 
The proof rests on Borevic’s description [l] of the unit group in a p-adic field 
without pth roots of 1 (this really constrains us to symmetric units). With 5 
denoting a p”th root of 1, let S,( [) stand for symmetric (* : 5~ [-‘) units ~1 
modulo 5 - 1 in Zp[ 61. (Incidentally, the reader should be warned that, in [7], the 
latter condition was not imposed on S( 6) = (Z[ l])” n S,( [).) In Section 2, we 
first consider the problem of lifting units from sb( 6) to S;(C). The result 
obtained there allows us to show the triviality of the cohomology group 
H’(G, S,(C)) and the existence of a Z,M-generator for S;(C). In Section 3, the 
other cohomology gets involved, and requires some background on S;(C), the 
G-fixed part of S,(C). (We are avoiding the standard notation X” for the fixed 
part, because we use exponents as operators). Then comes the theorem for cyclic 
groups. Finally, Section 4 generalizes everything from C to A. Borevic’s result is 
essentially an existence theorem, and so therefore is ours. We wind up with a 
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generating polynomial w,(x) whose precise nature is unknown and which is 
certainly not unique. 
Most of the effort will be spent on the case A = C, where repeated use will be 
made of the fundamental pull-back diagram of ring maps 
in which p denotes reduction of coefficients (cf. [8, Section 11). It is easy to see 
that the pull-back property is preserved when we apply the functors S or S’. In 
each case, it shows that r induces an isomorphism ker cp 2 ker p. 
The second half of this paper deals with the integral group ring ZA C Z,A, and 
proves a conjecture stated (somewhat implicitly) at the end of [7]. That paper 
constructs an explicit integral polynomial w(x), such that {w(z) 1 1 # z E A} 
generates a subgroup A(A), the ‘constructible’ units, of finite index in S(A) = 
(ZA)” n S,(A). Apart from w(z) = w(z-‘), the only relation between these 
elements is that their product over each G-orbit in A equals 1. In particular, A(A) 
is the direct product of ZG-modules W(K), one for each nontrivial cyclic 
subgroup K C A. Denoting by X the p-adic extension X@ Z, of a Z-module X, 
this state of affairs can be described by saying that A(A) is Z,M-isomorphic to 
S;(A), the correspondence given by w(z)- w;(z) = Wan-‘, where CT is a 
generator of G. 
For irregular p and m > 1, it seems rather unlikely that this formal isomorphism 
can be made natural with respect to the inclusions &A) 9 s(k) and 
S;(A) + S’(Ju,) into the maximal orders J?J! C 4, of QA C Q!,,A. Nevertheless, 
we shall see that the indices of these inclusions are equal, at least as long as p is 
semi-regular (an empty condition if Vandiver’s Conjecture is correct-cf. [ll, p. 
1591). More precisely, let a( 5) denote the circular units in S(S), i.e. those which 
are power-products of G-conjugates of J and 1 - 5, and let 0(Ju) be the 
corresponding subgroup of S(A). According to Section 3 of [7], A(A) 9 fl(Ju) is 
of p-power index, which therefore equals the index of the inclusion 
/i(A) 9 h(4). The main issue in Sections 5 and 6 is to show that this is the same 
as the index of S;(A) + S’(Ju,). S emi-regularity of p ensures that fi(JII) = s(A). 
The point of all this is to get a handle on yet another index, namely that of 
A(A) in O(A) = S(A) f’ fl(.h), a p-power which (for IAl >p) is trivial if and only 
if p is regular. This ‘circular index’ c(A) measures the abundance of units of ZA 
which appear circular under every character of A without being constructible. Our 
second main theorem (Theorem 7.3) says that c(A) equals the order of a certain 
canonical group of ideal classes of ZA. For cyclic A, the latter was determined by 
Ullom [lo]. For A of exponent p, the connection between c(A) and ideal classes 
was (implicitly) proved in [4]. 
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2. Units of norm one 
In [l], Borevii: describes the Galois structure of the unit group in certain p-adic 
fields including, as a very special case, Q,( 5 + S-‘). For the l-units (i.e. ~1 
modulo the prime ideal of Z,,[ [ + 5 -I]), his results yield Z,G-generators 13, y 
with N,0 = 1 and y”-’ = 8’ as the only relations, where e is the order and (T a 
generator of G. 0 is obtained from a suitable prime element Il by LY’ = 713, with 
77 E ZE of finite order. In fact, one can select such a prime D, in the field of pth 
roots of 1, and for higher fields take any 17 whose Galois norm falls on n, (cf. [l, 
formulas (8) and (9)]). Using Hilbert’s Theorem 90 and the decomposition 
Q,(i + i-l>” = (n> x (qL, x S,( 0, it is easy to see that 0 is a Z,G- 
generator of all of sb( <), the elements of G-norm 1. 
Since q : (Z,C) x -Z,[l]” = UP< [) is onto, any symmetric element of 
UP< <)“-’ lies in the q-image of S;(C). But we are looking for a generator of this 
image; it will turn out that or’-’ does the trick, i.e. that (p(Sh(C)) = 0’~‘~~ where 
A, denotes the augmentation kernel of the p-adic group ring. 
Consider the crossed homomorphism up : G+ UP< [) given by U,(T) = IIT-‘. 
Unfortunately its image is not in S,( [) because of the torsion element 77 occurring 
in u,(a) = $3. We shall therefore have to restrict up to a subgroup of G. As usual, 
the cocycle relation implies 
u,Ja’) = JJ’ up(cq = 77’ n f3”’ 
ocrii, O<i<] 
Since the order of 77 divides p - 1, we can set j = p - 1 and get 
Now, CT’-’ generates the maximal p-subgroup r of G, and BP-’ still generates 
Sh( l) over Z,G. Therefore, the group homomorphisms 
are surjective. 
To prove the injectivity of (l), and thus identity (p(Sk(C)) as eApG, we invoke 
Theorem 1.3 of [7]. For the prime P, = ( 1”2 - ,-I”) E Z[ i] of the global 
cyclotomic field and any nontrivial s E G, this theorem says that the symmetric 
unit u(s) = P’-’ cannot be lifted to S;(C). 
Proposition 2.1. The composite homomorphism shown in (1) is bijective, and 
hence 
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Proof. We regard Z[ <] as a subring of Zp[ <] and write IZ = cP2, where P is the 
aforementioned prime of Z[ 51, and thus P’=(l-1)+(5-‘-l) a prime of 
Z,,[ 5 + J-‘I. Here F is a symmetric element of U,( 5) and therefore Ed-’ E 
q(SL(C)) for any TE G. Hence if U,(T) = .cm’PZcTm’) = .s-‘U(T)* lies in 
(p(Si(C)), then so does U(T)” and therefore I. By the theorem cited above, 
this implies r* = 1, and for rE r this means that r = 1. 0 
Looking back at (l), the bijectivity of up can be interpreted as saying that the 
first cohomology H’(G, S,,( [)) = Sb( {)/S,( l)“-’ is isomorphic to r, a result 
which is in agreement with the well-known theory of local fields. By contrast, we 
shall now see that H’(G, S,(C)) is trivial. 
Proposition 2.2. 
s;(c) = sp(c)u-’ . 
Proof. This will be proved by induction on m, the case m = 1 being obvious 
because 1 GI is prime to p. If m > 1 we use the following pull-back diagram, which 
results form (0) by applying the functor S,,. 
(2) 
For y E S;(C), we have to find u E S,(C) such that y = Us-‘. By Proposition 2.1, 
there is an q0 E S,(l) such that cp( y) = ni-‘. Taking a cp-preimage y, E S,,(C) for 
q,-this is trivially possible in the p-adic context-and replacing y by y . y:-“, we 
may assume that cp( y) = 1. 
Putting u = 5-(y) E SL(C”), we now have p(u) = 1; and by the induction 
assumption we get w E S,,(C’) with u = worn’‘’ Note that W = p(w) is G-invariant, 
because p(u) = 1. 
Suppose 
w=l+ c u,(c-l), 
l#CECP 
with a, = a,.-, E Z,,. Then the G-invariance of W forces the coefficients a, to be 
constant modulo p on G-orbits. Thus we can write a,. = u: + a:p with a: actually 
constant on G-orbits. Then 
W” = 1+ c uL(c - 1) E Si(CP) 
l#ctCP 
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has the same p-image as w, and, replacing w by wIwO, we may assume that 
u = wUpl with p(w) = 1 . 
The pull-back diagram now yields a u E S,(C) such that r(u) = w and V(U) = 1. 
Then n(u”-‘) = u and cp(u”-‘) = 1 show that uU-’ = y, as desired. 0 
Corollary 2.3. The map 7~ : S;(C)-+ SL(C’) is surjective. 
Proof. If it were not for the norm-constraint, this would be entirely obvious. 
Given u E S,(Cp), take a w such that u = Wan’, and now lift w. 0 
We can now take a first step in the direction of a normal basis. 
Proposition 2.4. Let w E S;(C) be such that q(w) generates Sb( l)“-’ over Z&G. 
Then w generates S;(C) over Z,M. 
Proof. For m = 1, cp : S;(C)-+ Si( 6) is an isomorphism and there is nothing to 
prove (this is the case r = {l} of the discussion surrounding (1)). 
Assuming that m 2 2, consider the following modified version of the pull-back 
diagram (2). 
As a first step, we shall prove that We generates Si(C”). By induction hypothesis, 
SL(Cp) does have a single Z,M-generator, say 0,. Since the left vertical arrow in 
(3) is surjective by Corollary 2.3, there is a (;, E S;(C) such that w”; = wi. By 
Proposition 2.1, cp(W,) = 19(~-‘)~ with (Y E Z,G, and 6, = ua. u with u E ker(cp). 
At this point, the pull-back property of (3) ensures that rr induces an 
isomorphism ker( cp) _\ ker(p), and by the p-adic analogue of Kummer’s 
Lemma (cf. [5]) the latter is Si(Cp)?rpp. Thus Us = wf(“-‘), with /3 E Z,M, and 
-rU 
6J1 = 0 . OJ~-“)‘, in other words, 6~~~ = w ~-(~-p)p. Remembering that 7~“’ = 0 
(on units of augmentation l), we get for n > m, that (rr - p)" = 0 mod p”-“, and 
hence 1 - (n - p)p is invertible by the geometric series in Z,M regarded as a ring 
of operators on S,(C). Therefore, o1 = w Vas for a suitable 6 E Z,M, completing 
our first step. 
We still have to show that an arbitrary u E S;(C) can be written in terms of w, 
Z,G, and 7~. Since q(w) generates (p(Sk(C)), we may assume that u E ker(q). 
Hence Us = wmP(71--P) as above (we have merely replaced w1 by the new generator 
mn of Sh(C”)). Let si stand for the trace over the minimal p-subgroup of G and 
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note that z-(n -p) = rr(r - sl). Putting u = uw p(sl-?r) we now have up = 1 and 
p(u) = &o~@-~)) E S;( 5”). Th’ is means that u E Sh(C’), and by Step 1 proves 
what we want. 
Since this point is crucial, let us examine more closely why u must be in Si(C’) 
given that u E Sk(C) with up = 1 and q(u) = E E sb( [“). The right vertical arrow 
of (3) makes F = 1 modulo the prime ideal of Zp[ i + <-‘I. Therefore, E = 1 
modulo the prime of Zp[ 6” + <-“I, and the fiber product 
produces a u1 E Sb(C”) corresponding to the data E E sb( <“) and 1 E Sb(CPZ). 
The inclusion Sb(CP) 4 S;(C) takes u1 to an element which ‘looks like’ u under 
cp and 7~, hence must equal u. 
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.4. 0 
Remark 2.5. The exactness of 
l+ S$(C)+ S,(C)+ s;(c)+ 1 (4) 
shows that the quotient of the first two groups has the same Z,M-structure as 
S;(C). In particular, S,(C) is generated over Z,M by S:(C) and the element w 
of Proposition 2.4. 
3. A normal basis for S,(C) 
Let u f S,(C) be such that uop’ = w is a Z,M-generator of S b(C). We shall see 
that u generates S,(C) as a free Z,M-module of rank one. By-the remark at the 
end of the last section, we already know 
S,(C) = s;(c). uLpM (5) 
To get rid of the first factor, we need two kinds of information on S;(C): how it is 
generated, and how it is related to norms. The next two lemmas will supply this 
information. Since S;(C) = 1 + A:(C), we shall drop or insert the reference to 
symmetry in whatever way is notationally most convenient. 
Lemma 3.1. The usual power series yields a group isomorphism 
log : S;(C)+ A;(C) , (6) 
whose inverse is given by the exponential series. 
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Proof. If Al,, denotes the maximal order in Q,C, the ideal A(Ju,) = .41pA,(C) is 
the direct product of the prime ideals of the Wedderburn components. Since 
A”(J!~~) is a direct product of copies of pL,, and since S”(AP) = 1 + A”(Jlp), we 
have the obvious group homomorphism log : S”(JH,)-+ A”(&,) whose inverse is 
given by exp. When these power series are restricted to elements of S:(C) and 
A:(C), respectively, the only problem is to verify that their partial sums remain in 
the group ring. 
For 19 k 5 m, let C, C C denote the subgroup of order pk, and put 
b,= c (z -1) and t, = c z. 
ZEc‘k ZECk 
Since all G-orbits of C are of the form C, - C:, a basis of A:(C) is formed by the 
elements b, - b,_, , and hence also by the b, themselves. For rk = b, + pk, we 
obviously have t,t, = pkt, if 1~ k. 
Every element of Al(C) is of the form 
d = 2 qb, = c_xop +a,t, + . . . + LYJ, ) 
k=l 
and since any product of p of these last summands is divisible by p’-‘, we have 
ord,d” 2 2 (at the very least). Now a routine estimate (cf. [9, Chapter 1X.21) 
shows that exp d stays in the group ring, and the exp-log machine works for the 
G-invariant units of Z,C. 0 
Since every bz is divisible by p, we have log(1 + bk) = b, modulo p, and thus 
the following result. 
Corollary 3.2. A basis of S$(C) is formed by the elements uk = 1 + b,. Cl 
Coming back to our potential generator u, let uk be its image under rrmek, for 
15 k 5 m. This element is left fixed by the subgroup r’ C G of order pmdk. 
Letting Nk stand for the norm with respect to G/T,, we have 
NdJI, = P r”mkNkvk. 
Lemma 3.3. The group S%(C)IN,S,(C) has order p.. * pm-‘. 
Proof. This is of course a statement about the order of the second cohomology 
group H’(G, S,,(C)), which is equal to the Herbrand quotient because of the 
triviality of H’. Since S,(C) is of finite index in S(Jlz P), the Herbrand quotients 
(cf. [9]) of these two groups coincide, and it suffices to work it out for the latter. 
For a cyclic extension E/F of local fields it is well known that the Galois 
cohomology groups H’(G, U-,) of the units have order e(E/F), the ramification 
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index (cf. [9, 1X.3, Lemma 41). For F= Q, and E = Q,(i + [-I), we have 
U, = torsion x S,( [), and the cohomology decomposes accordingly. For the 
torsion it has order (p - 1) /2 in both dimensions i = 1 and i = 2; hence for S,,( <) 
we get p’“-’ both times. Applying this to the components of S(&,), we see that 
H’(G, S(&,,)) has order nk pkP’. With H’(G, S,( S”)) one has to be careful, 
because the corresponding Galois group is G/T,. By (7) its 2-cohomology with 
respect to G still has order p”‘-‘; and so it goes for all Wedderburn components, 
giving n, p’“-’ as the order of H*(G, S,(J%,)), with k still running from 1 to m. 
The quotient of the two orders is just the number advertised in the statement of 
the lemma. El 
Theorem 3.4. Let v E S,(C) be such that vrr-’ = w is a Z,M-generator of Sk(C). 
Then the map Z,M * S,(C), given by p +-+ up, is an isomorphism of Z,,M- 
modules. 
Proof. We shall prove inductively that S:(C) is generated by the elements Nkuk, 
for k = 1, . , m. The case m = 1 is settled by the triviality of H’. 
Consider the matrix whose rows are the coefficients of NkvI, (k counted down 
from m to 1) in terms of the basis u,,, . . , u, (in that order). It is an upper 
triangular matrix, and we have to prove that its diagonal entries d,,,, . . , d, are 
prime to p. By induction hypothesis (applied to C”), we know this to be the case 
for all but the first entry d,. 
We now make an analogous matrix, using N,v, for the rows, and get p”‘mhd, on 
the diagonal. If d,,, were not prime to p, this would yield a value >p . . . p’I1-’ for 
the order of S;(C) / ( NGv,,, , . . . , NGvl ), the quotient of G-invariant units modulo 
the Z,-lattice spanned by the norms NGvk. But this group is H’(G, S,>(C)), 
because N,S,l(C) = N,;( u,,,, v,??, S,,(C”)), with NG-u,, = u:’ a pth power. Hence 
its order is prescribed by the preceding lemma. 
We have proved that v generates S,(C) over Z, M. A comparison of ranks 
proves the isomorphism. 0 
4. Ahelian groups 
Keeping C and v as above, let A be an abelian group whose maximal cyclic 
subgroups have order (Cl. Letting x be generator of C, think of u = U(X) as a 
polynomial in x (actually a class modulo ,I?“’ - 1 of such). Then v(z) makes sense 
for any z E A, and so does 
M’,(K) = v(+‘; C S,(A) , (8) 
where K = (2) denotes the subgroup generated by z. Since all generators of K 
are G-conjugate, W,(K) depends only on K and, of course, v. By Theorem 3.4, it 
is Z,G-isomorphic to Z,(G/T,), where pk is the order of K. 
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Theorem 4.1. S,(A) is the direct product of the Z,G-modules W,(K), as K ranges 
over the nontrivial cyclic subgroups of A. 
Proof. By [6], we have S,(A) = IT, S,(K), the product taken inside S,(A). On 
the other hand, for every K Theorem 3.4 ensures that S,(K) = n,, W,(K’), with 
K’ running over nontrivial subgroups. Therefore, 
S,(A) = n W,(K) > (9) 
KCA 
and the product must be direct because of the rank count. Cl 
In particular, the units S;(A) of norm 1 split up into the norm-kernels 
W:(K) = W,(K)“-’ of the individual components. This yields a generalization of 
Proposition 2.2. 
Corollary 4.2. 
S;(A) = n W;(K) = S,(A)“-’ , 
K 
in particular, H’(G, S,(A)) is trivial. 
Convention 4.3. Henceforth we fix a generator u of G, as well as Z,M-generators 
w,(x) = u and w’,(x) = uU-’ of S,(C) and S;(C), respectively. Accordingly, we 
write W, instead of W,. Thus we have 
S,(A) = fl W,(K) and S;(A)= c WA(K). (10) 
KCA KCA 
For later use, we conclude this section by extending our observations on 
G-invariant units of the general abelian case. 
If JI1, denotes the maximal order in QP,A, we again have the group homo- 
morphism log : S”(_44 p) -+ A”(.& P) w h ose inverse is given by exp. We know that 
these power series converge inside Z,A for A = C cyclic, and shall infer that the 
logarithm still works for general A. 
By way of preparation, put 
b, = 2 (z-l) and t, = c z, 
ZEK ZEK 
for any nontrivial cyclic subgroup K C A. Since all G-orbits of A are of the form 
K - KP, a basis of A;(A) is formed by the elements b, - b,, , and hence also by 
the b, themselves. Note that ti = 1 Kit,, and that b’, is divisible by 1 K( because 
b, = t, - (KI. Th us it follows that the pth power of any d E A:(A) vanishes 
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modulo p. This ensures that ordpdn r, [n/p] Z- ord,n for all ~12 1. Therefore, d”in 
stays in Z,A, and so does log( 1+ d). 
Proposition 4.4. The usual power series yields a group isomorphism 
log : S;(A)- A;(A). 
Proof. The only thing missing is the surjectivity of the log-map. To provide it, we 
consider the diagram 
whose commutativity is due to the homomorphic property of the log. The 
discussion preceding the statement of this proposition shows that the bottom 
arrow is surjective. 0 
Since every b’, is divisible by p, we have log(1 + bK) = b, modulo p, and thus 
the following result. 
Corollary 4.5. A basis of S;(A) is formed by the elements 1 + b,, as K ranges 
over the nontrivial cyclic subgroups of A. 0 
5. Comparison with global units 
By the index of a module homomorphism f : X+ X’ (denoted ind f), we 
simply mean the cardinality (possibly 00) of its cokernel. We shall repeatedly use 
the following principle on ‘triangular’ maps 
i.e. those with the property that f(X,) C Xi @. . . @X:. Suppose that, for each i, 
the components X, and X,’ are free L,-modules of the same rank. Then the index 
of f equals the product of the indices of the maps f, : X,-+ Xl’ obtained by 
applying f followed by projection onto the ith component. (Think determinants!) 
We now turn to units of the integral group ring ZA, as described in the 
Introduction. Concerning the commutative square of inclusions of Z,G-modules, 
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S’Wp) = r-I Sj,(lK) 
K 
(with C and K running over cyclic subgroups and factor groups, respectively), we 
wish to show that the indices of the two vertical arrows (or equivalently, the two 
horizontal arrows) are equal. 
The inclusion g is diagonal because h( &) C sb( i,), for any pkth root & of 1, 
and the index epk = [Sb( c,) : 8( <,)I is a purely arithmetical invariant, trivial if p 
is regular. On the other hand, since W(C) C Sk(C), we can make S appear 
triangular by numbering the C so that ) C,) < ) C,l implies i <i. Thus 
ind g = n elKl and ind f = n ind fc , (12) 
K C 
where SC, is the composite w(C) + S;(C)+ W;(C) of f and the obvious projec- 
tion. Since the latter depends on the choice of the polynomial w,(x), so does the 
map fc, but not its index. In fact, we shall see that 
ind fc = elcl , (13) 
and since the cyclic subgroups and factor groups of A are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence, (12) and (13) will imply the desired equality of indices. We state this 
formally. 
Proposition 5.1. ind h = ind h, and ind f = ind g, in diagram (11). 
Since the proof depends only on (13), it is easily reduced to the cyclic case. 
Consider the diagram (11) in the special case, where A = C is cyclic of order pm: 
l@(C) x . . . x ~(c”“-‘)L w;(c) x . . . x w;(c”‘“-‘) 
h 1 1 h I’ (14) 
L?( {) x . . ’ x fi( p-‘) --L s;(J) x . . . x s;( pm-‘) 
with [ = I& denoting a p”th root of 1. In this setting, (12) boils down to 
m-1 m-l 
ind g = fl eP,,-, and ind f = fl ind f,,,,,,-, , (15) 
, =o I = 0 
and (13) easily results by recursive application of the equality ind S = ind g for 
cyclic groups. 
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This equality will be proved in the next section via its counterpart: ind h = 
ind h,. But instead of relating these two maps by means off and g, we shall give 
an abstract description h : X-+ Y, which fits both of them and at the same nails 
down their index. For this purpose we shall now describe some of their crucial 
features. 
From Section 2, recall the isomorphism up : r+ Sh( [)iLi( 0, with Li( l) = 
(P($(C)) = VP/XC)) consisting of those elements of sb( J) which are liftable to 
S;(C). Remember also that this is a L,G-module generated by O”-‘, and that 
LL( <,,_j) is similarly generated by the c-norm ~~(0”~‘) of this element, for 
i=l,..., m - 1 (because of the choice of the prime II used in Section 2 to define 
0). We note in particular the Z,G-maps 
which are surjective and bijective, respectively. 
To describe the analogous situation for global cyclotomic units, we have to 
refer to [71-a task made awkward by the use of the full group G and a larger 
module J?( [) in that paper. If-we s_et L( [) = (p(O(C)) C_O( J), Section 1 of [7] 
provides an isomorphism u : G+ a( J)IL( J), where a( [) = PA” and U(S) = 
Prel, for any s E G, as in Section 2 above. The exact sequence 
shows that [c( [) : f2( c)] = pm-l = [6 : r], and hence the restriction of u to r 
yields an isomorphism u : r+ O( S) /L( <) analogous to up. 
By [7, Lemma 2.11, w([“) = v,(w(J)), and by the subsequent Theorem 2.3, cp 
maps W(C) isomorphically onto L( [). Thus 
V, : L( l>-+ L( J,n-i) and cp : W(C)+ L( 5)) (17) 
are again surjective and bijective, respectively. 
The isomorphisms u and up are mentioned in this context only for the sake of 
the equation [n(J) : L(l)] = pm-’ = [Si( <) : L;(J)], which allows us to transfer 
our attention from (14) to 
W(C) x . . . x lqcq-L w;,(c) x . . . x w,;(cp’n-‘) 
II 1 If,’ (18) 
i(l) x . . . x i( <““I-‘) A 
1 
q () x . . . x I,;]( y> 
for the proof of index equality. 
We are now ready for an abstract rendition of h (or hp). 
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6. Indices of filtered G-modules 
We are interested in injections h : X9 Y of ZG-modules for a group G and a 
coefficient ring Z equal to Z or Z,. Then obviously 
(a) the induced map X= X/X”-+ Y= Y/Y” is injective, and 
(b) the sequence O+ Y”Ix”-+ Y/X+ Y/X-+0 is exact, 
where the double prime denotes the G-fixed part. As a consequence, the indices 
are multiplicative, in the sense that 
[Y:x]=[Y:x]~[Y":x"], (19) 
provided that [Y : X] is finite. Note also that, if Y is free of Z-torsion, so is 
Y = Y/Y”. In fact, if y E Y - Y” is such that ay E Y”, and if (T E G is such that 
ay # y, then say = ay implies a(c~y - y) = 0. 
Filtration. Let G = G, 3 G, 3 . . . > G, = 1 be a chain of normal subgroups, and 
consider the corresponding filtration 0 C X(“) C . . . C X’“’ = X of the G-module 
X 3 where now X”“’ denotes the G,-fixed part. 
If h : X9 Y is an injection of finite index, we can apply the formula 
obtain 
[y:-q=[y'""/y""-" :X(m)/X(nl-l)].[y(m~l) :X(4]. 
(19) to 
Since X(mP’) + Y(“-l) is an injection of G/G,_,-modules, an obvious induction 
yields 
,y : X] = fi [y(d/ycP-l) : X(IL)/XW)] ) (20) 
where X(-l) = Y(-‘) = 0. We shall refer to the module Y(‘“)IY(@“-‘) as the pth 
‘slice’ of Y, and denote it by Y -(*) for short. Remember that, by (a) above, each 
slice h(@“) : jfcr)+ p (‘I of h is still injective. 
Grading. Now let G be abelian. Starting with a monogenic ZG-module L, define 
a graded module Y = Y, @. . . @ Y, by putting Y, = L(“). If we now slice this 
module as above, we get graded slices 
in which all the components are canonically isomorphic to L(P) = L(“)/L(“-‘). Let 
us abbreviate ZG by R, and its action on L(IL) by RP. Then each component of 
Yew*) is a free l?,-module of rank 1. 
Taking a cue from the surjectivities of the vi in (16) and (17), we further 
assume that G,iG,-traces 
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T k.@ 
: L(k)+ L(P) (21) 
are surjective, for any 0 5 p % k zz m. 
Our task is to study a certain injection h : X+ Y where X = X, @. . . @X, is a 
module with components X, isomorphic to Y,. The map h is to be structurally 
similar to the vertical arrows in (18). It will be defined in terms of the following 
data: 
(i) a set {w,, w,-i,. . . , w,} of R-generators of X,, X,,-, , . . , X,, and 
(ii) a family { cp,, ‘p, _, , . . . , cp, } of R-isomorphisms (pk : X, -+ Y,. 
To simplify the notation, we write (pk(wk) = &. Whether this is to be considered 
as an element of the component Yk or some Y, with I > k, will be left to the 
context (again in the interest of notation). Here is what h does to the generator 
wk: 
h(w,)=(&,w”,_ I,..., f&,0 ,..., o), (22) 
where the first component lies in Y, , the second one in Y, _, , and the last one in 
Y, . 
Next we come to the maps h(‘*) : if(‘) + PC“) induced on the graded slices. The 
index j occurring in (22) is now constrained so that k - j 2 p, that is, 0 5 j 5 
k - p. The components Xi&) are isomorphic to Yy’ via the (pk, so we have free 
R,-modules of rank m - p + 1 on both sides. We shall choose bases and display 
the corresponding matrix for h(“). 
On the Y-side we simply take (the class of) WI1 as a generator in each of the 
isomorphic components. Now, for each m 2 k 2 p, we have Y, C Y,, and 
therefore WP = tk,p Wk with a suitable element tk,& E R. Note that, for 05 j I 
k - p., we have tk,wLk_j = tk,ptk k_jcZk = t, kmiiip, because R is commutative. 
For the kth component Xy’, we shall take tk,&mk as a generator. Choosing 
t,,, = 1, we then have 
(23) 
Up to sign, the determinant of the corresponding matrix is just the product of the 
entries on the ‘anti-diagonal’, namely det h(‘“) = nT=:=, tk,& E RP. 
Because of the stipulated surjectivity of the traces (23), both WP and T,_ Wk are 
generators of YcP). Hence there is an element crk.& E R such that tk,P = (Y~,~ Tk,, , 
and this element acts as an automorphism on Y(&L! Since G, acts trivially on Y(“, 
so do all the groups G, with k 2 p, and tk,+ = (Y~,~[G@ : Gk] in l?&. The desired 
determinant thus turns out to be det h(‘“) = a,n,, with (Y& E t?, invertible and 
~1, = fi [G, : Gk] . 
k=/.t 
(24) 
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Finally, suppose that L is a free Z-module of finite rank. Then so is LCW”), say of 
rank Y,. In the setting described above, we can now conclude that 
ind h(‘“) = r”, . cm 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.1, since the two ‘models’ for L, namely 
i(J) and L;(l), are Z,G-isomorphic (though not via g). 
Remark 6.1. Because of Lemma 2.1 of [7], we have tk.p = Tk,, for the left 
vertical arrow of (18). If p is regular, generators on the p-adic side can be chosen 
so as to enforce the same rule there, simply because f and g are then iso- 
morphisms. However, for irregular p, there is no reason for nontrivial ‘twists’ CY~,~ 
not to occur in the p-adic case. It is probably impossible to replace f and g by 
isomorphisms compatible with h and h,, and obtain a more natural proof. 
7. Kernel groups 
Let ti C 5% be orders of the rational group algebra Q(A). It follows easily from 
the work of Frohlich [2] that there is an exact sequence 
where U stands for units, and D(&, 93) = ker(cl(&)+ cl(%)) is the kernel of the 
natural map between the ideal class groups. Another way of saying this is that 
U(d) is the kernel of the obvious ‘difference’ map 
6 : U(cB) x U(dJ+ U(93J ) 
and that D(&, 93) is its cokernel. Splitting off augmentations, we can also get 
D(&, $33) as the cokernel of 
6 : E(LB) x E(.JdJ+ E(c%J ) 
where E(d) denotes the kernel of the augmentation map on U(d). If 93 = JII is 
the maximal order, we shall write D(a) instead of D(&, 4). Then D(d) is the 
cokernel of 
where 4 runs through a complete set of rationally inequivalent characters of A, 
and U($) stands for the units of the $th component of JK 
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Now suppose that a = ZA is the group ring, and let us write D(A) instead of 
D(ZA), etc. Then, since every $ maps the augmentation ideal A,(A) C Z,A into 
the prime ideal of the respective cyclotomic field, it will take E,(A) = E(Z,A) 
into the group E,(4) C U,(I,!I) f o arithmetic l-units, i.e. those which are =l 
modulo that prime ideal. The next two results are not intended as news but as 
elucidation. 
Lemma 7.1. D(A) is the cokernel of the ‘difference’ of inclusions 
Proof. With every I,!J associate the reduction p4 : Z[ t&l-+ F,, , and define 93 to be 
the order consisting of all b E Al such that p,(b) = p,(b) for all $. Then 
LXZ C 93 C Ju , and E( 93 ) is the product, over all $ f 1, of the groups E( (cr) , so that 
D(d, B) is just the cokernel of the map shown in the statement of the lemma. 
Moreover, D(d, 93) is of course a subgroup of D(d, 4) = D(A). To see that 
these groups are in fact equal, we note that the vertical maps induce a surjection 
on the cokernels of the horizontal ones in the diagram 
because U($)IE(+)+ U,($)/E,,($) is always bijective. 0 
Since each El,($) is a Z,-module, and p is odd, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 7.2. D(A) is a finite p-group, and 
l+ S(A)/S(&)+ S(JZXJ/S(&J* D+(d)+ 1 (26) 
is exact, where D+(d) denotes the *-invariant part. 0 
Replacing S by S’ in the middle term of (26), we get a subgroup D#(A) C 
D+(A), which is of special arithmetical interest. The two groups are obviously 
related by the exact sequence 
Z(A) : l+ D#(A)+ D+(A)+ O(A)+ 1, (27) 
whose right-hand term O(A) = NGS(~p)IN~;S(d,,) will be examined in the next 
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section. It essentially measures the complexity of the subgroup lattice of A, and is 
trivial if and only if A is cyclic. 
The other term De(A), being the cokernel of $(A)/$(&)+= S’(&,)lS’(&;,), is 
trivial if p is regular and (for semi-regular p) only then. The point of the present 
exercise is to relate its order to the circular index c(A) = [R(A) : A(A)], which by 
Theorem 3.5 of [7] is known to be a p-power, trivial if and only if p is regular or 
IAl=p. 
Indeed, if p is semi-regular, we have &A) = $A) and hence the exact 
sequence 
i+ QA)/&A)+ &.4)//i(A)+ S;(.~)$(A)+ D#(A)+ I. 
(28) 
By Proposition 5.1, the two middle terms have equal orders and therefore so do 
the end terms. This is our second main result. 
Theorem 7.3. Zfp is semi-regular, the circular index c(A) = [L!(A) : A(A)] equals 
the order of the group D #(A). 0 
8. The character index 
For clarity of notation, we start in the abstract context Xr Y of (multiplica- 
tive) G-modules for a cyclic group G with generator U. With NG denoting the 
G-norm and Y’ its kernel, the exact sequence 
I-+ y’/X’+ Y/X+ NGYINGX+ 1 
shows that [Y : X] = [Y’ : X’] . [N,Y : NGX]. The analogue with (a - 1) instead 
of NG make this also equal to [Y” : X”] . [Y”-’ : XV-r], where the double prime 
denotes Fix,. Equating indices of the composites X”-’ -+ X’+ Y’ and 
X-r+ I+-‘, Y’, we get h’(X)[Y’ : X’] = [Y”-’ : X”-‘]h’(Y), where h’ 
means the order of the first cohomology group (over G or its maximal p- 
subgroup, it matters not if X,Y are Z,-lattices). Putting everything together we 
finally obtain 
[N,Y: N,X] = z. [Y'): xy (29) 
Letting Y = S(A,) and X = S(sB,), we know by Corollary 4.2 that h’(X) = 1. By 
the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have h’(S,( 5)) =pmel and hence h’(Y) = 
nK p-l 1 KI , where K runs over the nontrivial cyclic factor-groups of A. Thus (29) 
turns into 
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[NGS(Ap) : NGS(dp)] = [S”(Ju,) : S”(9e,)] n plKI-’ . (30) 
K 
Definition 8.1. Let I be the set of nontrivial cyclic subgroups of A, and J be the 
analogous set for the dual group of A. Define a matrix (e,,) on I X J by setting 
eij = 0 or = 1, depending on whether i does or does not annihilate i. The character 
index x(A) is defined to be the absolute value of its determinant. 
Proposition 8.2. 
[W$,> : W$,N =x(A) n flIKi 
K 
Proof. We know from Proposition 4.4 that the logarithm makes the index in 
question equal to [A”(Ju,) : A”(&)]. Interpreting the K’s in the formula as 
referring to cyclic subgroups (rather than factor-groups), let b, be the basis 
elements of A”(&,,) described in Section 4. 
Picking a generator cc/ for every i E J, we clearly have 
if(Cr(K)+l, 
otherwise . 
This yields an I x J-matrix representing the injection A”(SQ,)+ A”(&,): as a basis 
for A”(&.,) = n, pZ, we take the J-vectors with p in the jth position and 0 
elsewhere, while for A”(s$) we choose the elements b,. Therefore our matrix is 
(pmlIKle,,), whence the result. 0 
In view of (29), the proposition immediately yields the following formula: 
Proposition 8.3. x(A) = 1 if and only if A is cyclic. 
Proof. If A itself is cyclic, the incidence matrix defining x(A) is triangular with l’s 
on the diagonal, and hence x(A) = 1. 
Conversely, any group epimorphism A-t B clearly entails a surjection 
&,+&BY which is just a projection onto a subset of the Wedderburn compo- 
nents, and is therefore compatible with all relevant functors. Hence the defining 
sequence (26) (together with its variant for SL) leads to an epimorphism 
X(A)--, X(B) f o exact sequences, in particular to the divisibility of x(A) by x(B). 
If A is not cyclic, B can be taken to be noncyclic of order p2, in which case 
x(B) = p, by Proposition 3.2 of [4]. El 
For the record, we give the correct version of the relevant formula of [4, lot. 
cit.], which got mangled by a misplaced bracket. For an elementary abelian 
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p-group B with n + 1 independent generators, the argument given in [4] shows 
that the value of log,X(B) should be 
$(1+p+... +p”)+(1-p)+.*.+(l-p”)] (32) 
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